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IMAGINING THERAPY
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Here is an excerpt from Bernie Neville’s book, The Life of Things: Therapy and the 
Soul of the World. We are publishing this, the opening chapter, in two parts across 
this and the next edition of Psychotherapy & Counselling Today.
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Alfred North Whitehead argued that: “Every 
philosophy is tinged with the colouring of some 
secret imaginative background, which never 
emerges explicitly into its train of reasoning” 
(Whitehead, 1927, p. 7). We can say much the same 
about counselling theory and practice. Though the 
theory may be set out in persuasively rational terms, 
it is the imaginative background which gives it its 
resonance. We can see the image of the machine 
behind cognitive behavioural therapy and the 
hydraulics of psychoanalysis. We can detect the 
Hero’s journey in narrative therapy and the scientific 
experimentation with life in personal construct 
therapy. We find Carl Jung caught between an 
academically credible, mechanistic image of energy 
exchange and his unfashionable sense of an 
ensouled universe. In Reichian and many other body 
therapies we find not a machine-like individual in a 
machine-like universe, but an organism subsisting on 
the life-energy of the universe.

In the following discussion of Carl Rogers and 
client-centred therapy, my interest is in a particular 
kind of complexity I find in his ideas. I do not find in 
Rogers a single ‘secret imaginative background’ 
shaping a rationally coherent theory. There are 
paradoxes and contradictions inherent in the 
person-centred approach, paradoxes and 
contradictions that I believe should be 
acknowledged rather than explained away.

Jung’s notion of archetype provides a framework 
for my reflections. The notion of archetype is central 
to Jung’s psychology, and archetypal psychology 
has become a useful tool for cultural analysis as 
well as an approach to individual therapy. Jung 
was intrigued by the recurring patterns he found in 
his clients’ behaviour and imaginings, patterns 
which could not readily be understood in terms of 
learning. He found collective behaviour to be 
patterned in similar ways. Those of us who take 
Jung seriously would argue that the concept of 
archetype is one of the most important ideas to 
have emerged in the twentieth century, an idea 
with enormous implications for the way we think 
about ourselves.

In his writing, Jung swings through a number of 
variations on the notion of archetype. He 
sometimes wrote as though archetypes are pre-
existent, as though they are eternally there, outside 
of our time and space, existing independently of 
our consciousness, manifesting themselves in 
various ways in individual behaviour and human 
history. At times he was careful to point out the 
distinction between the archetypes as such and 
the archetypal images through which we become 
aware of them. At times he seemed most interested 

in their physical manifestation, in instinct or 
pathology. At times he described them as our 
archaic heritage – a “living system of reactions and 
aptitudes that determine the individual’s life in 
invisible ways” (Jung, 1979, CW 8, para. 339). He 
argued that “they can only be explained by 
assuming them to be deposits of the constantly 
repeated experiences of humanity” (Jung, 1979, CW 
7, para. 109). At other times he emphasized that they 
were not inherited habits, or even inherited ideas, 
but inherited possibilities of ideas and behaviour. All 
our ways of perceiving, thinking, feeling, valuing and 
behaving are shaped by particular possibilities. 
Our ancestors saw these patterns as representing 
primal energies, which they personified as gods.

More recently, archetypal psychologists like Michael 
Conforti have argued that it makes most sense to 
think of archetypes as fields which predate the 
existence of matter, and out of which matter and 
form emerge. Others, like Anthony Stevens and John 
Haule, suggest that the archetypal patterns in 
human behaviour are the result of evolutionary 
adaptation, noting that Jung himself had moments 
of Darwinian insight:

This whole psychic organism... preserves 
elements that connect it with the invertebrates 
and ultimately with the protozoa. Theoretically, it 
should be possible to ‘peel’ the collective 
unconscious, layer by layer, until we come to the 
psychology of the worm, and even of the 
amoeba. (Jung, 1979, CW 8, para. 322)

If we see these two ideas as contradictory it may 
say less about the nature of archetype than it does 
about the nature of our thinking. What is important 
here is the notion that the universe we live in is 
patterned in specific ways, and that these patterns 
can be detected even in apparently trivial aspects 
of human experience.

James Hillman, the central contemporary figure in 
the school of thought known as archetypal 
psychology, does not make Jung’s distinction 
between the archetype per se and the archetypal 
image, nor his distinction between the personal and 
collective aspects of the unconscious, so that for 
him every image is an archetypal image, and these 
archetypal images structure all our experience and 
behaviour. For Hillman, the proper work of 
psychology is seeing through our personal and 
collective experience to the archetypal images 
which shape them.

Hillman’s argument takes him inevitably into a 
multi-perspectivist understanding of reality. As a 
framework for his multi-perspectivism he takes the 
gods of the Greco-Roman pantheon. Each of the 
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gods personifies a ‘mode of apprehension’ (Jung’s 
term), which gives distinct and observable shape to 
our encounter with the world. This is distinct but not 
discrete, for the archetypal patterns interpenetrate 
in ways which are represented by the relationships 
(familial and erotic) between the gods. The Greek 
pantheon is chosen because its images are 
embedded in European culture – even in the culture 
of positivist science. Hillman (1975) suggests that if 
we want to understand ourselves we should see 
through our behaviour all the way to the god image 
and the god-story in which it is embedded. And we 
need to experience these god stories the way our 
ancestors did, not just as interesting stories which 
we hear and remember and tell to our children, but 
as grand narratives within which we live our lives.

Jean Gebser argued that we will find five distinct 
‘structures of consciousness’ manifested in culture. 
First, there is the basic ‘archaic’ structure which 
experiences the world with little or no awareness. 
Second, there is the ‘magic consciousness’ which 
emerged with the first humans and experiences a 
world of ‘vegetative entwinement’ in which 
everything is connected. Third, there is the ‘mythical 
structure’ through which we live our lives embedded 
in particular tribal narratives which give them 
meaning. Fourth, we have a ‘mental’ consciousness 
which enables us to think, objectively and rationally, 
as individuals. Finally, the ‘integral’ structure of 
consciousness – a structure which integrates all the 
others – enables us to experience the universe 
transparently. Archetypes shape our experience 
through all of these structures: in our body; through 
health and disease; in our instincts; in our behaviour; 
in our emotions; in our values; in our ideas.

If we accept the notion that all human behaviour is 
archetypally constellated, we might expect to be 
able to see through any philosophical system or 
political ideology to the images that give it its form. 
This should apply no less to the theories and 
methodologies of psychotherapy than to the grand 
narratives of our culture. Each therapy will be a 
manifestation of a mode of apprehension, a value 
system, a form of energy, a notion of truth and a 
vision of the good life which can be personified in a 
god – or in more than one god. In a world where 
truth has been increasingly relativized, counselling 
theory and technique is less likely than before to be 
constrained to a single perspective on what it 
means to be human, and may hold various 
perspectives and values in creative tension.

Jung brought us the notion of ‘inflation’, a condition 
in which the individual is taken over by a complex, 
or a nation or culture is taken over by a particular 
archetypal energy. We may find inflations of all 

kinds in our professions, and in the personalities of 
those who profess them. Taking the lead from 
Hillman, we can attempt to see through the theory 
and practice of therapy, and find the energy and 
perspectives of the Greco-Roman deities. When we 
look at therapists and the professional sub-culture 
within which they exercise their skills we may find 
both the wisdom which comes with embracing the 
perspective of a particular god, and the pathology 
which comes with excessive worship – when the 
therapist is inflated by the energy of one god at the 
expense of all the others.

The Greek pantheon provides us with a language 
for talking about a wide range of distinct 
philosophies, value systems, energies, feeling states, 
habits of behaviour and communication styles as 
they can be observed in the counselling profession 
and the counsellor–client interaction. It is a 
language which is not dominated by a single 
philosophy or theory but welcomes contradictory 
perspectives. The gods are many, and if we follow 
the advice of the ancient Greeks we will be careful 
not to neglect any of them – and not to get too 
carried away in worshipping any single one of them.

Many gods, many therapies

The first of the Greek gods is Zeus. Zeus is the father 
of the gods, the patriarchy personified, generally 
benevolent but ready to punish if annoyed. He is 
sometimes grouped with the older, pre-Olympian 
gods – Uranus, Kronos, Saturn – as the Senex, the 
old man, the image both of autocratic power and 
of ancient and unchanging wisdom. He is the 
image of transcendent divinity which we have 
inherited from the three great religious traditions of 
the ancient Middle East.

When the Senex is supreme in a society, therapy as 
we understand it has no place. Political or religious 
authority tells people how to live and that is the 
end of it. Where patriarchal power is breaking 
down, the Senex counsellor may take the client, as 
Freud did, from a state of hysterical desperation to 
the state of ‘ordinary unhappiness’ that comes with 
adjustment to the strictures of society. It has been 
argued that, regardless of the intentions or ideology 
of the therapist, the political function of therapy is 
to soften dissent and to divert challenge to an 
oppressive political system. There are plenty of 
Senex counsellors still around, even in a society 
where patriarchal power is no longer assumed to 
rule by absolute right. They have unambiguous 
notions of right and wrong, and their mode of 
counselling is to advise their clients how they should 
live. There are many clients who seek only this from 
their counsellors.

Bernie Neville
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Zeus–Senex is not actually the first and oldest of the 
gods who inhabited the Greek peninsula. When the 
Hellenic tribes (known to us as the Greeks) first 
arrived there in the second millennium BCE they 
found that the indigenous inhabitants worshipped 
the Earth as the Great Mother who gave them life 
(without the assistance of any male gods) and took 
them back into herself when their time was up. She 
had a lot of different, local names, as though there 
were multiple mother-goddesses. The Greeks 
incorporated her into their religious system in a 
number of ways. The identified all the local 
goddesses with Zeus’ consort and Queen Hera (a 
name which simply means ‘lady’). They invented 
stories about Zeus seducing or marrying the local 
goddesses and having children by them. They made 
Gaia (the Earth) the grandmother of Zeus and his five 
siblings. Gaia holds a place in the classical Greek 
religious system rather as an impersonal force than 
as a superhuman being with a personality of her own 
like the Olympian gods. She is, however, personified 
in her different aspects in the different female gods 
of the pantheon. Demeter, Athena, Aphrodite, 
Artemis and Hera are different, and limited, 
manifestations of the Great Mother, as are various 
nymphs, Titans and mythical mortals.

Hera, queen of the Olympian gods, is the 
archetypal image of marriage, family, social bonds 
and social roles. Her authority supports that of 
Zeus. A therapy grounded in such values will be 
socially conservative, based on notions of social 
rights, obligations and duties, and the maintenance 
of proper roles. Hera has no problem with giving 
advice, and her advice is likely to focus on the need 
to adjust to society’s demands. Systems 
approaches to therapy come out of a Hera 
perspective, and it is no coincidence that they 
provide family therapy with its orthodoxy.

Demeter is the mother. A therapy which functions by 
providing the kind of support and nourishment 
which encourages growth in the client belongs to 
Demeter. So does the therapy which controls by 
giving and withdrawing affection, and the therapy 
which develops emotional dependence.

Apollo is the god of clarity, reason and 
understanding. He has been powerfully present in 
some therapies, notably psychoanalysis, 
logotherapy and cognitive therapy, which are 
shaped in different ways by the notion that human 
beings have a basic urge to understand, to find 
meaning, and that change in behaviour tends to 
follow more or less inevitably on the insights gained 
through therapy. It should be noted that Apollo is 
notoriously inept in his relationships.

Artemis is the goddess of the moon, sisterhood, and 
untouched nature. She is most obviously present in 
radical feminist therapies, for she has no interest in 
giving men power or pleasure. She cares for the 
new-born and fragile, and sees the good life as one 
lived in harmony with nature and its rhythms. Like 
Demeter she is a manifestation of the original Great 
Mother, Gaia. She is the personification of wild 
nature, in contrast to Demeter, who personifies the 
nurturing earth. By contrast, Athena is the goddess 
who accommodates the feminine to the patriarchal 
world. She is the warrior goddess, the goddess of 
common sense, the goddess of expertise and 
professionalism, of civilization, of normality. She is, 
significantly, goddess of democracy. We find her in 
therapies based on the sharing of power between 
therapist and client, and in therapies whose aim is 
the sharing of understandings and the solving of 
problems rather than the sharing of feelings and 
the building of relationships. Feelings and 
relationships are not of much interest to her.

Ares, god of war, might not seem to have much of a 
contribution to make to therapy, but we can find 
him present in confrontative therapies and in the 
confrontational style of therapists from many 
persuasions. We find him wherever the counsellor 
challenges the client to fight. We find him in a 
somewhat domesticated form in assertiveness 
training. Ares is not terribly smart, and prefers the 
simplistic solution, but he is passionate and 
certainly knows how to stimulate action.

Hephaistos, the craftsman, forms the perspective of 
the counsellor who sees counselling essentially as a 
craft. In Greek myth, Hephaistos is the only god who 
does any work. He is the god who convinces us that 
the creation of something beautiful is worth long 
hours of hard and intensely focused work, slaving 
over the forge. He is wedded to Beauty (Aphrodite) 
but in spite of his obsession with her, and the toil 
and pain of his crafting, he never manages to 
please her.

Aphrodite has many aspects. She is most 
commonly worshipped under the aspect of sexual 
attractiveness, but she is also the goddess of 
spiritual beauty. In any case, under one aspect or 
another, she is the driving force behind much of 
what we do in counselling as anywhere else. 
Leaving aside the psychoanalytic notions of 
transference and projection, and leaving aside the 
all too frequent cases of sexual exploitation, it is 
arguable that therapy often works by way of 
seduction, so that the attractiveness of a 
therapist’s personality or the attractiveness of a 
therapist’s view of life makes a powerful 
contribution to the client’s healing. 
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For the Aphrodite-driven therapist, counselling is an 
aesthetic activity – an art rather than a science 
or a craft.

The son of Aphrodite is Eros, the god of relationship, 
who is central to most humanistic conceptions of 
therapy. Eros has his own truth, that healing occurs 
through the coming together of therapist and client 
in a relationship which is truly mutual and truly 
caring. For Eros, the key ingredient of successful 
therapy is love.

Dionysos is the god of ‘the flow’, of fertility, growth, 
impulse, and spontaneity, of spiritual ecstasy and 
emotional freedom. Dionysos is fervently 
worshipped by psychodramatists, and by different 
species of expressive therapists. As the divine child, 
the god of death and resurrection, he is worshipped 
also by rebirthers and holotropic therapists. Our 
society, no less than that of Greece, has a tendency 
to regard his activities as subversive of good order 
and morality. No less than the Greeks we pay a 
heavy price when we ignore him.

Hestia is the quiet goddess, the goddess of the 
hearth, of the home, of focus and ‘centring’. 
Therapies which work through meditative 
introspection, such as psychosynthesis and 
experiential focusing, carry her power. She is 
responsible for the healing which comes simply 
through being still. She is the sense of safe 
containment in a therapeutic encounter.

Classical psychoanalysis and classical 
behaviourism, grounded as they are in the 
mechanistic and positivistic assumptions of 
nineteenth century science, point to the myth of 
Prometheus, the ancient hero who stole fire from 
heaven and taught men how to use it to gain 
control of the world and free themselves from the 
power of the gods. The Promethean fantasy of 
ego-driven emancipation through technology 
also shapes such diverse therapies as 
neurolinguistic programming, biofeedback and 
biomedical psychiatry.

And so on. Each archetype is manifested in its 
particular perspective on the world, its peculiar 
system of values, its own pathology, its own vision, 
its own methodology, and the particular energy 
which drives it. Each god has their own truth and 
their own morality. Reality is not single and simple, 
but multiple and complex.

Yet even this statement about the nature of reality 
is archetypally constellated. When we look at the 
world and see not the one truth but relative and 
local truths, when we see not facts but images, 

when we acknowledge the paradoxical and the 
irrational, we are taking a particular archetypal 
perspective – the perspective of Hermes.  
I suggest that Hermes is the god of a postmodern 
consciousness and provides the energy and the 
vision of both Jungian and Rogerian therapy. 
The Greeks worshipped him as the god of 
travellers, the god of exchange, the god of 
information, the god of flexibility, the god of 
transformation. He is the god who insists that all 
the gods must be worshipped.

Person-centred pluralism

When I first encountered the work of Rogers in the 
late sixties, what most impressed me was his focus 
on relationship. As a teacher I suspected that my 
ability to teach my students effectively was 
somehow related to the quality of my relationships 
with them. The Beatles were still singing ‘All You 
Need Is Love’. Hippies in San Francisco were 
apparently wearing flowers in their hair. Dialogue 
and encounter were entering the vocabulary of 
many teachers. Rogers gave me a language to talk 
about this in a legitimately psychological manner, 
and to share my excitement with colleagues who 
were making the same discoveries.

Another notion which made a big impression on me 
was the notion of process. Reading On Becoming a 
Person (1961) confirmed me in my sense that what 
really mattered in teaching was the immediacy of 
what was happening. I accepted the obvious truth 
of Rogers’ assertion that the information that 
children pick up in their schooling is far less 
important than the processes by which they pick it 
up, that what matters is that they learn to adapt 
creatively to the future, rather than learn to repeat 
the past.

I was also impressed by his insistence that power be 
shifted from teacher to student, his confidence that 
students are perfectly able to decide what was 
good for them, and his conviction that their teachers 
should respect this ability and desist from telling 
them what to learn and what to do. I enthusiastically 
embraced the notion of ‘facilitation’. It became 
obvious to me that my prime function as a teacher 
was to develop and maintain an emotional and 
intellectual climate which was both nurturing and 
challenging, in which my students would be 
encouraged to initiate and take responsibility for 
their own learning. As a young teacher with 
countercultural tendencies, I saw education in terms 
of growth, freedom, dialogue, sharing, discovery, 
relationship, nurturance and creativity.
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When I now try to look at all of this archetypally I 
find the language of relationship clearly pointing to 
the god Eros, the god of love and of the creativity 
which springs from relatedness. The language of 
growth, freedom and new beginnings points to 
Dionysos, the god of fertility, of impulse and 
spontaneity. The language of nurturance points to 
Demeter, the mother. The language of process, 
dialogue and discovery points to Hermes, while the 
language of power-sharing, co-operation and 
problem-solving points to Athena.

When I left the classroom in 1970 to do my PhD, 
I found that there were other gods involved in 
client-centred therapy and student-centred 
teaching. I read what Rogers had to say about the 
organisation of personality in Client-Centered 
Therapy (1951) and in his 1959 paper ‘A Theory of 
Therapy, Personality and Interpersonal 
Relationships’. I noted his respectful 
acknowledgement of the perceptual theory of 
Snygg and Combs, and read Individual Behavior 
(1959) with great excitement. I came to understand 
behaviour as the rational response of the organism 
to the world as perceived. I became persuaded that 
the essence of therapy and education (from the 
client’s and student’s point of view) is the search for 
clarity; the unending endeavour to construct a 
meaningful world out of one’s experience. This is the 
work that the therapeutic conditions make possible. 
When my colleagues tried to trivialize the client-
centred approach by locating it in a fantasy of 
touchy-feely countercultural cosiness and put scorn 
on the notion that empathic understanding is an 
essential component of effective teaching, I argued 
that empathy is essentially a cognitive operation, 
that it involves entering another’s world in order to 
know how the other perceives and understands 
– not in order to share the other’s feelings. I took 
both therapy and education to be concerned with 
an expansion of consciousness which enables 
greater freedom of action. This perspective on the 
person-centred approach was clearly that of Apollo, 
the sun god, the god of clarity and rationality, the 
god of understanding.

Working on my PhD at a graduate school which was 
at the time avowedly empirical in orientation, I was 
attempting to ‘operationalize’ Rogerian therapeutic 
conditions, in order to develop testable hypotheses 
related to educational outcomes. When I came 
across Robert Carkhuff’s Helping and Human 
Relations, which had been published in 1969, it was 
just what I needed. I was soon immersed in a 
self-consciously tough-minded fantasy of levels of 
functioning, personal effectiveness, the 
development of human resources and, above all, of 
training and skilling. It is apparent to me now that 

Carkhuff’s vision of highly effective people training 
less effective people in the skills of effective living 
belonged, as did his operationalism, his evangelical 
fervour and his focus on human resources, to the 
fantasy of Prometheus, the heroic liberator, 
the technologist.

The work of Carkhuff, Charles Truax and their 
associates was taken up by Gerard Egan, and still 
has an enormous impact in the field of counsellor 
training. However, I believe there has been a shift 
from Carkhuff’s Promethean vision of interpersonal 
skilling as a way of emancipation to a notion of 
interpersonal skills as marketable commodities. This 
is, in part, a criticism of ‘Eganism’, but the 
phenomenon is much more broadly based than 
that. I find that there are many people and 
organisations willing and able to pay me to teach 
them (or at least their employees) ‘interpersonal 
skills’ and ‘negotiation skills’, and I find empathy, 
positive regard and congruence being bought and 
sold by people whose language comes from 
Rogers but whose commitment to a person-centred 
philosophy is doubtful.

In the second part of Bernie Neville’s exploration of 
the gods in therapy, he focuses on the importance, 
the strengths and the weaknesses of Hermes energy 
in the counselling process. He concludes by 
commenting on the necessary recognition of a 
pluralism of practice in psychotherapy.

Bernie’s book, The Life of Things, is published by 
PCCS Books, Monmouth, UK. Special thanks to Sam 
Taylor and the good folk at PCCS for permission to 
reprint this chapter.
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